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spaliering is the art of training a plant to a predetermined 
shape or form by controlling the direction of branch growth. 
The word "espalier" is a French word meaning shoulder or 
support. It came into the English language during the 17th 
century and originally referred to the trellis or frame upon 
which a plant was trained. Today, there are two meanings 
given to the word, both of which are in common usage. The 
first use of the word describes any tree or shrub trained in flat 
plane- with height and width, but almost no depth. The sec
ond connotation of espalier refers to the technique of training 
a plant in a flat plane . 

Among the first people to practice the art of espaliering 
were the Romans, who trained fruit trees against their villa 
walls. Later, the practice was adopted by gardeners in Central 
Europe and England, where it developed into a fine garden 
art, primarily for training fruit trees. In early times espaliers 
were developed to increase fruit production in a limited space 
and to capture the heat absorbed by the brick or stone walls 
in order to get ripe fruit. Of course, under today's rules, any 
plant- with or without fruit - is fair game for espaliering. 



Uses in the Landscape 

In the past, espaliers have not often been considered an ele
ment of landscaping in the United States. However, interest in 
espaliers is increasing mainly because they are so well sui ted 
to small garden situations. When espaliers were moved out of 
the orchard and into the garden, ga rdeners espaliered plants 
for new uses that were only practical for a limited range of 
plants. 

Espaliered plants are used to covec large expanses of 
unadorned wall space; to use a minimum of ground space, 
important with teday 's small properties; provide a 
background for annuals. perennials, vegetables, paved areas 
and other garden structures; to grow on low fences or walls; 
to give privacy screens; to provide patio or terrace focal 
points and sculptural elements; to extend the length of a 
building to give it a longer, more pleasant effect; to serve as 
container grown plants; and to bring out some outstanding 
plant characteristic such as bark color or texture , leaf shape 
or texture, flower 'or fruit. 

For the container gardener, espaliers offer an interesting 
method of decora ting a patio, terrace or other areas where a 
different plant form is wanted. While the plants are in flower 
or fruit, they can be wheeled out to occupy an important 
place . When the show is over, they can be placed in another 
part of the garden for the remainder of the season or. year. 

Patterns 
When an espalier is being considered, it should be looked 
upon as a sculptural feature of the garden. Thus, it is impor
tant to consider the design that best fits the location, which 
plants are best suited to that design, and how the natural 
habit of growth and ultimate size of the plant fits into this pat
tern. As with choosing any plant for the landscape, the plant 
must harmonize with its ·surroundings. Therefore, scale 
becomes extremely important. 

There are two basic pattern forms of espaliers- formal 
and informal. The formal espalier is trained to a predetermin
ed pattern, such as a candelabrum, and then maintained in 
the pattern. Branches are bent to conform to that pattern and 
tied in place. All excess foliage and branches are removed. 
The informal, on the other hand, is the casual or "free-form " 
pattern. In reality, they are nothing more than plants allowed 
to grow as they will, or with some training, to provide some 
resemblance of shape. While the informal pattern may be one 
of the more interesting and decorative, it is not a formal pat
tern that has been allowed to go unpruned and grow o ut-of
bounds. 
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When looking for plants to develop into informal 
espal iers, especially look for those having interesting trunks, 
branch charac teristics or twig features. Often a stunted or 
mishapen plant makes a more striking espalier. Finally, 
choose a plant that does not require as much care as fo rmal 
patterns require. However, remember that informal patterns 
still need some care and must not be neglected. 

There are numerous methods of training trees and shrubs 
on walls. Formal and informal patterns are named and 
described below. 

Cordons (Fig. 1): These patterns may be vertical , oblique, or 
horizontal. The simplest form is the single cordon: that is, one 
stem. Double horizontal and vertical cordons are also fre
quently used. The double horizontal cordon is generally not 
developed further. The vertical U-shape, double U-shape, and 
triple U-shape are variations of the double cordon. 

Palmette Verrier (Fig. 2): Essentially a 3-layer cordon with the 
branches trained into a candelabrum. 

Palmette Oblique (Fig. 2): A pattern which may be trained 
low and broad or tall and narrow. It is relatively easy, once 
this pattern is set, to adapt the palmette verrier or horizontal
T pa tterns from it. 

Horizontal-T (Fig. 2): Simply a multihorizontal cordon pat
tern well adapted for screening purposes or against large wall 
areas. This pattern is an excellent one for container grown 
plants. 

Gridiron (Fig. 2): Another variation of the single horizontal 
cordon formed by training 6 branches parallel to each other 
and perpendicular to the single horizontal cordon. While 
especially useful for fruit trees, it is adapted to any ornamen
tal trained in a single horizontal cordon. 

Belgian Fence (Fig. 2): Still another variation of the single 
horizon tal cordon. However, the branches are trained in op
posite 4S-degree angles, forming a broad V-shape. Plants may 
be planted singly, or, as is more frequently done, in a row 
which forms a lattice-work pattern . 

Losange (Fig. 2): ' A variation of the Belgian Fence in which 
side branches are allowed to develop at spaced intervals along 
the main scaffold branches. This pattern usually gains greater 
height and density in a shorter period of time . 
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Planting and Starting 
Espaliers 
Some nurseries and garden centers have available plants 
already started as espaliers. Fruit trees and some ornamental 
shrubs o r trees can be found which are started on 
frameworks . However, do not be discouraged if you cannot 
find nursery-trained espaliers. If you must start with an un
trained, young plant, there is only a few years delay while the 
plant is trained under your guidance. The alternative is to do 
some serious looking for misformed, one-sided plants that 
can be judiciously pruned to fit your needs. Well-developed 
specimen plants are not the most desirable plants since height 
and width , not depth, is wanted. 

Any plant needs some special care when transplanted, 
but espaliers require some extra attention. As a general rule, 
the planting hole should be three times the diameter of the 
root ball on the plant and no deeper than vertical measure
ment of the root ball. The hole must be large enough so the 
plant roots spread out freely. Discard the poor soil and 
replace with a mixture of four (4) parts of garden loam and 
one(l) part humus (i.e., leafmold or moist peat moss). It is 
also wise to add some bonemeal or mild organic fertilizer and 
mix in well. Avoid strong nitrogen fertilizers. Place the ball of 
soil and roots in the hole without breaking the soil ball. 
Remove the burlap from the root ball completely before 
backfilling the hole. Container plants should be removed 
from the container before placing in the hole. After backfill
ing with soil, water thoroughly. 

Espaliering is not the easiest training method. However, 
it is not as difficult as developing a bonsai plant. It does re
quire patience and some knowledge of pruning (see Extension 
bulletin 68-26, Pruning; cost $0.25). 

Horizontal cordons are perhaps the easiest for the begin
ner. Purchase a young whip (a single stern without major 
branching) and plant it 6 to 12 inches from the support. If a 
single cordon is desired, cut the whip off at the height you 
want the cordon to form. This is usually 12 to 20 inches above 
the ground. Wait for new shoots to form. Prune all branches 
off except the two you want to form the cordon with. Keep in 
mind that they will be trained flat against the support, 
horizontal to the ground, and will be in opposite directions to 
each other. If a double cordon is desired, select the three best 
new shoots; one for the vertical and two for the horizontal 
cordons. When the center branch reaches the height desired; 
cut the top off and train as for the horizontal cordon. No 
other branches are retained unless a third horizontal cordon is 
wanted. 
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U-shaped cordons are simple variations of the horizontal 
cordon. When the two horizontal branches have been 
selected, al low them to a ttain about 10 inches in length and 
then carefu ll y bend into a vertical position . T ie firmly to a 
lath or bamboo strip. Double and triple U-cordons are further 
developments of the single U-cordon. The two verticals of the 
single-U cordon are cut back to the height the new U-shapes 
are wanted to form. 

The palmette verrier, palmette oblique and ho rizon tal -T 
forms are basically variations of the horizontal cordon. The 
central branch is allowed to grow vertically until the number 
of horizontal or oblique branches have developed. Then it is 
cut out. This central leader should not be allowed to remain 
after the pattern is complete since it develops too rapidly and 
may ruin the basic design. 

The gridiron system is essentially a single horizontal cor
don. The two side branches are allowed to grow until they 
reach about 36 inches and then the tips are bent to a vertical 
position and tied. Two branches are allowed to develop about 
every 12 inches into vertical arms. The horizontal cordon can 
be allowed to grow longer if more verticals are desired. To 
further complicate the design, horizontal branches can be 
allowed to grow from each vertical. To maintain the gridiron 
system in a set pattern, prune the branches to the desired 
height each winter, or after flowering in late spring or early 
summer. 

The Belgian Fence is started by planting whips against 
the support, spacing them 18 to 24 inches apart. It takes at 
least 5 plants to make an effective pattern. Cut the whips back 
to about 18 inches tall. Remove all but two of the new shoots; 
when they grow, train at a 45-degree angle in opposite direc
tions. They will, thus, produce the diamond-shaped effect. 
All undesirable side branches are removed as they develop. 



,rcure Method (Fig. 3): A third type of espalier fence in 
rhich the branches are in curving arcs. A good pattern for 
'uit trees and ornamentals such as forsythia. 

raiding (Fig. 3): An unusual method where two whips are 
lanted close together and then braided as they grow upward. 

an (Fig. 3): Most frequently a free-form or informal pattern. 
[owever, it becomes formal when it is trained as spokes of a 
rheel. 

There is no particular pattern for informal espaliers. The 
nly thing to remember is that these espaliers usually do not 
eed the support structure needed for formal designs and you 
an let your imagination be your guide. The two patterns 
lost frequently seen are the free-form and fan (Fig. 3). 

3upports 
\11 espaliers trained into formal designs need a frame-work of 
orne sort on which to train and support the branches. In a 
ew cases, the free-form informal designs will also need some 
upport. The supports, to be mentioned below, are usually 
Ilaced into posHon before the shrub or tree or vine is planted. 
'he size of the support is then determined by the expected 
,eight and spread of the espalier at maturity. 

ree-standing supports: used to screen one area from another. 
'hey may be as simple as using existing (or specially installed) 
hain-link fences. They might be of wood or turkey wire also. 
Vhatever the construction, they consist of sturdy terminal 
losts (usually 2 x 4 or 4 x 4's) with the wire stretched taut. Of 
ourse, 1 Vz -inch metal pipes. can also be used. Place the posts 
to 10 feet apart, depending on the distance to be covered, 

spalier pattern, and the kind of piant to be supported. The 
irst horizontal wire is usually placed 12 to 16 inches above 
round level. Others are spaced above this wire at regular in
~rvals as needed. Use 10-gauge galvanized or copper wire, or 
116 inch vinyl-covered tiller cable. Place a turnbuckle at one 
nd so the wire can be kept taut. They are also important in 
.eeping the frame-work exactly horizontal or vertical in cases 
v-here the espalier requires right angles. 

Once this basic support is in place, horizontal , vertical, 
'r oblique supports can be added to hold the branches in 
,lace. Quarter-to half-inch bamboo garden stakes are ex
ellent for this purpose. 
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Wall Supports: These are supports similar to those used for 
vines (see Vines for Connecticut, Extension publication 8 7-:~ 4, 
revised 1987). However, they must be of heavier construc
tion, since the plants are larger and heavier. 

The first rule is to place the support at least 6 inches 
away from the wall. This facilitates pruning, tying, air cir
culation, pest control and building or wall maintenance. Any 
of the free-standing supports may be placed next to a solid 
wall, but if the wall is of suitable material they can be fasten 
ed directly to it. The result is a support that is usually more 
sturdy, and an inconspicuous frame for less labor and ex
pense. 

Wooden frames are perhaps better suited since they can 
be hinged at the bottom and hooked at the top. Fastenings of 
this kind make it much easier to lower the plant when it needs 
to be sprayed or the wall needs maintenance. 

Container Supports: For container espaliers, small strips of 
redwood, wire or bamboo are ideal. The base should be in
stalled several inches into the soil. If the espalier is large, and 
especially in windy locations, it may be necessary to fasten 
the frame to the container with wire or small nails. 

Although any pattern is possible to use with container 
plants, the horizontal -T may be the easiest to use as it requires 
only one or two vertical supports. Horizontal wires or wood 
strips are then fastened at the appropriate intervals. Formal or 
informal fans are also easy patterns for container plants. 

Informal Espalier Supports: Informal espaliers need support 
at strategic points to keep them flat against the wall or to 
allow a pleasing design. This can be done by sinking a piece of 
heavy-gauge aluminum wire in the ground behind the plant 
and then bending the wire to the desired pattern. Branches are 
then tied to the wire as the plant grows. Another simple 
method is to use vine guides available at most garden supply 
stores. These guides are fastened, usually by glue, to the wall 
surface and the branches fastened to ·them. However, these 
vine guides are best used with small shrubby espaliered 
plants, not the large tree-forms. 

~ 
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The losange is a variation of the Belgian Fence and 
started in the same m~nner. Once the two main branches 
have been formed in a 4S-degree V, two or more side laterals 
are allowed to form on them. Spacing of these laterals is 
determined by the individual plant. Always leave enough 
room so that the design created by branches and leaves allows 
sufficient open space to set off the pattern. 

The arcure method is started by planting whips about 3 
feet apart in late winter or early spring. Plant the whips so 
they lean at a slight angle to the right . After a few weeks, each 
is formed into a half-circle and tied to the support. All 
developing branches are removed except for the one at the top 
of the curve. By the end of the summer this branch can be 
carefully bent in a curve in the opposite direction (left). This' 
procedure is repeated as many years as necessary to achieve 
the pattern. 

Braided patterns are started by planting whips as closely 
together as the gardener desires. The bent trunks are allowed to 
form the first horizontal cordon. Successively, the verticals are 
braided, with side shoots encowaged to develop to form horizontal 
cordons where desired. 

Informal espalier patterns more or less happen. It is aifficult to 
give precise starting directions since the shape is determined 
almost entirely by the plant or garden~. The objective in training an 
informal espalier is to develop a flattened plant with a free-form 
style, and sufficiently open to allow the color and texture of the wall 
to show. The infonnal espalier is more likely to develop from a more 
mature plant than are the formal patterns. When working with 
plants of this size, fir>t cut off branches that stick out from the wall. 
Then remove branches that cross each other, as well as any which 
develop as verticals near the top. The framework of an informal 
espalier can usually be developed in the first pruning. 

Informal fan espaliers can be developed from any tree or shrub 
which tends to be multistemmed from a very low trunk or from the 
ground. A fountain shaped informal espalier may be shaped similar
ly to the fan, except that several branches are allowed to rise ver
tically. These branches should originate at about the same point on 
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the trunk. They are allowed to gradually spread until they begin to 
cascade into a flattened fountain or weeping shape. A third informal 
espalier is the modified Hogarth curve. This shape is much like the 
fountain but with wider arching branches. 

Training and Health 

The training of espaliers is largely accomplished by frequent prun
ing and tying. However. fertilization and pest control are also impor
tant aspec ts of culture. 

Pruning: The pruning of espaliers requ ires a light touch . 
Therefore, a sharp pruning knife and pair of hand shears are 
all that is needed. Avoid heavy-handed pruning as it destroys 
the plant's form and may encourage too much growth. 

Heavy pruning, when it is required, should be done 
while the plant is dormant and before new growth develops in 
the spring. On flowering plants, where flower production 
must be considered, do this kind of pruning immediately after 
flowering, but before July. 

All plants, except very slow-growing ones, require light 
pruning every 3 to 4 weeks during their active growth period. 
This usually consists of pinching, or cutting, off small 
undeveloped branches to maintain the desired pattern. If one 
or two light prunings are missed, no serious harm results since 
the excess growth can be removed by a slightly heavier prun
ing later in the late fall or winter. 

In all cases, observe the proper pruning method. Do not 
leave short stubs devoid of buds or foliage. Needle evergreens 
should be pruned when the branches are small so that healing 
occurs quickly. Since branch direction is determined by the 
direction the top bud is pointing, leave the top bud so it faces 
the direction you want the new growth to go. 

As a rule , root pruning is not ordinarily needed or prac
ticed on espaliers. It may be a useful procedure when the 
plant is inclined to grow larger than is desirable for the loca
tion. It may also be necessary to force a stubborn plant to 
flower. Root pruning should be done in the spring with a 
long, thin-bladed garden spade. Insert the blade to its full 
depth in a circle around the trunk. The distance from the 
trunk depends upon the size of the specimen but is generally 3 
to 4 feet out from the trunk. 



Tying: Whether formal o r informal designs are used , all 
espaliers need some guidance to direct branch placement. A 
support of some kind is the basic training guide. However , 
they cannot be effective without tying · the branches. SmalL 
tender branches can be held in place with raffia, rubber of 
"twist-em" types of ties. Heavier branches can easily be tied 
with soft co tton twine, jute garden cord or raffia. Allow some 
room in the finished tie so that the branch can expand without 
injuring it. Loop the tie around the support, then around the 
branch and tie with a square knot. Paper or plastic-covered 
wires are not usually recommended since they need to be 
checked and renewed frequently. In addition, they may cause 
more injury if not watched closely. 

Tying needs to be done constantly throughout the active 
growth season. It should be done as required and before bran
ches become too long and too far out of line. 

No matter how pliable a branch is , sudden and drastic 
changes in direction often lead to branch splitting or 
breakage. Therefore, gradual bending and tying is needed un
til the desired bend or curve is achieved. Try to avoid one
step changes in direction of growth. 

Fertilization: Generally , espaliers will benefit from several 
light feedings of a 5-10-5, or similar 1-2-1 ratio fertilizer. 
These fertilizer applications should be made in the late fall 
(approximately mid-November, before snow fall) and in the 
ea rly spring before plant growth begins. If needed, a side 
dressing can be applied in early summer before July . Avoid 
fertilizers having high nitrogen content as they may produce 
too much growth making it nearly impossible to maintain the 
desired pattern. However, some fertilizer is needed to main
tain healthy foilage, to encourage flowering, and to stimulate 
fruit production if the plant is grown for this purpose. 

Work the fertilizer into the ground around the espalier 
and water thoroughly. If there is sod under the espalier, use a 
punch bar to make holes 8 to 12 inches deep and place the fer
tilizer in the holes. In this way, the fertilizer is applied in the 
area of the espalier's roots. It is best to grow espaliers without 
sod above the root system. Either clean cultivation and lor a 
mulch two to three inches thick should be used. 

Pest Contol: It is well to remember that an espaliered plant is 
subject to the same insects and diseases that might attack it if 
it were growing normally. Plants espaliered against south or 
west wal ls may be more prone to scale and aphid infestation . 
Plants espaliered without sufficient space for air circulation 
are subject to such foi lage diseases as blackspot and powdery 
mildew. 

As a general rule, spray materials used to control insects 
and diseases should not sta in the walls behind the plants. 
Folpet (Phaltan) is an effective fungicide. Specific information 
concerning insect and disease identification and control 
measures is available from the Cooperative Extension Ser
vice. 
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Other Protection Measures: During prolonged dry periods, 
additional watering may be necessary. If the plants a re in a 
sodded area, normal lawn watering should take care of it. If 
not, a deep thorough watering should be accomplished every 
7 to 10 days until the dry period is over. 

Espaliers planted on south or west walls may be injured 
by sunscald. This injury is mos t frequent during the winter, 
but may occur during the summer. Damage can be prevented 
somewhat by wrapping the trunks with special tree-wrap or a 
coarse fabric. It may help to spray the plant with an anlidesic
cant, such as "Wilt-Proof". Damage from strong winds may 
also result unless the espalier is securely fastened to sturdy 
supports. Damage can be prevented by planting on the north 
or east walls where sun damage is not as frequent or on the 
side away from strong prevailing winds. 

In any case, when espal iers receive adequate pruning, ty
ing, fertilization, water, and pest controL they will much less 
likely be bothered by other problems 

Fruit Trees as Espaliers 

Espaliered fruit trees can be used in the landscape in much the 
same manner as ornamental woody plants. That is on fences 
or walls, to form a living fence, to form an arbor, to feature a 
patio or terrace, or to put in a container. In addition, they 
give the grower a utilitarian aspect of producing his own 
frui t. 

Most of the patterns already described can be used to 
develop espaliered fruit trees. Apples and pears are easily 
adapted to the cordon (all), gridiron, Belgian Fence or arcure 
methods. Plums, nectarines, peaches, and cherries are best 
trained in formal or informal fan-shapes. Small fruits like red 
and white currants may be trained in either the cordon, 
Belgian Fence, gridiron o r arcure methods. Gooseberries do 
best in cordons or fans. Raspberries, blackberries and logan 
berries are usually trained into fans while grapes do best in 
cordons or upright informal patterns. 

In selecting fruit trees for espaliering, it is usually best to 
get one that has been grafted onto dwarf rootstock. This 
dwarf rootstock produces the controlled growth necessary to 
the success of espaliering. Apples grafted onto the dwarf 
rootstock MaIling IX are the most dwarfed and best. 
However, rootstocks of Mailing II and VII are common and 
semi-dwarf. Pears should be obtained on Anger Quince dwar
fing rootstock; peaches, nectarines and plums obtained on 



Western Sand Cherry of Manchu Cherry dwarfing stock. 
Cherries are usually on Mahleb rootstocks but the dwarfing is 
not as marked as in other fruits. Dwarf fruit trees are best for 
container espalier purposes. Use a 3 to 5 gallon container for 
several years and then switch to a larger container. 

When selecting fruit trees, give consideration to pollina
tion. Many varieties of apples and pears are self-sterile. That 
is, no fruit or a small crop will be produced un less a second 
variety which fl owers at the same time is present to pollinate 
the first variety. Peaches and sour cherries do not require a 
second variety present, but usually fruit better when more 
than one variety is planted. If you have room for only one 
fruit espalier, be sure to get a self-pollinating variety. 

Standard and semi-dwarf fruit trees can also be used for 
espaliers. However, they grow faster and larger, requiring 
more training and maintenance to keep them in the desired 
pattern. 

When selecting a location for espaliered fruit trees, 
remember they need a minimum of 6 hours of sunlight to pro
duce good fruit . Soils need to be well-drained. They should 
not be planted against light colored walls where reflection can 
damage fruit , foliage and stems. An eastern or western ex
posure is preferred where there are no frost pockets. 

• 
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Plant Selection 
The kinds of plants useable as espaliers is virtually unlimited. 
An ex tremely large variety of trees , shrubs and vines, both 
evergreen and deciduous, can be easily espaliered. Of course, 
one must consider the plant's hardiness, adaptation to soil. 
location requirements and maintenance required. However, 
consideration must also be given to the plants, adaption to 
training, growth rate, degree of suckering caused by frequent 
and severe pruning, fo liage texture, and ornamental effects 
such as bark, flowers or fruit. 

Plants included in the following lists are ones which have 
been used for a long period of time for espaliers. This does not 
mean that others could not be used. However, extremely fast
growing plants should be avoided as they require a great dea l 
more pruning to keep in a specified pattern . Likewise, coarse
textured, in terms of foliage, plants do not lend themselves to 
espaliers as well as finer-textured plants. Descriptions of most 
of the following plants may be obtained in Vines for Connec
ticut (87-24, revised 1987), Comtemporary Ground Covers 
(87-33, revised 1987), and Trees and Shrubs for Connecticut 
(87-32, revised 1987), as well as many gardening books . 
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Plant Lists 

For Shade: 

Chaenomelas speciosa - Flowering Quince 
Corn us mas - Carnelian Cherry 
Euonymus alatus - Winged Euonymus 
lIex crenata - Japanese Holly and cultivars 
Laburnum watereri - Waters Goldenchain 
Pyracantha coccinea ' Lalandei' - Fi rethorn 
laxus cuspidata ' Nana ' - Dwarf Japanese Yew 
Vibrunum plicatum - Japanese Snowbal l 

For Sun: 

Cereis canadensis ' Alba ' - White Redbud 
Chaenomeles speciosa - Flowering Quince 
Corn us kousa - Japanese Dogwood 
Cotoneaster horizontalis - Rock Cotoneaster 
Euonymus alatus - Winged Euonymus 
Forsythia species - Forsythia 
Magnolia soulangeana - Saucer Magnol ia 
Magnolia stellata - Star Magnolia 
Malus' Red Jade' - Red Jade Crabapple 
Pinus aristata - Bristlecone Pine 
Stewarlla koreana - Korean Stewartia 
laxus species - Yew 
Vibrurnum sieboldi - Siebold Viburnum 

For Seashore Gardens: 

Acer palmatum - Japanese Maples and cultivars 
Cedrus atlanllca ' Glauca ' - Blue Atlas Cedar 
Cotoneaster franchetii - Franchet Cotoneaster 
Cotoneaster horlzontalis - Rock Contoneaster 
lIex crenata - Japanese Holly and cultivars 
Juniperus horizonta lis I Plumosa ' - Andorra Juniper 
Prunus serrulata - Oriental Cherry and cultivars 
Tamarix pentandra - Fivestamen Tamarix 
laxus media' Hicksi ' - Hicks Yew 

For City Gardens: 

Cercis chinensis - Chinese Redbud 
Euonymus alatus - Winged Euonymus 
Forsythia species - Forsythia 
lIex crenata - Japanese Holly and cultiva rs 
Pinus aristata - Bristlecone Pine 
Pinus parvillora ' Glauca' - Japanese White Pine 
laxus species - Yew 
Viburnum plicatum - Japanese Snowball 

For Containers: 

Acer palmatum - Japanese Maple and cultivars 
Juniperus chinensis sargenlii - Sargent Juniper 
Laburnum watereri - Water Goldenchain 
Magnolia stellata - Star Magnolia 
Malus' Dorothea ' - Dorothea Crabapple 
Malus 'Red Jade ' - Red Jade Crabapple 
Prunus serrulata - Oriental Cherry and cul ti vars 
Prunus subhirtella ' Pendula ' - Weeping Higan Cherry 
Pyracantha coccinea ' Lalandei ' - Firethorn 

For Spring Flowers: 

Chaenomeles speciosa - Flower ing Quince 
Comus mas - Cornelian Cherry 
Forsythia species - Forsythia 
Prunus serrulata - Oriental Cherry and cul tivars 
Prunus subhirtella 'Pendula' - Weeping Higan Cherry 

For Summer Flowers: 

Cornus kousa - Japanese Dogwood 
Philadelphus species - Mock Orange 
Stewartia koreana - Korean Stewartia 
lamarix pentandra - Fivestamen Tamarix 
Viburnum lentago - Nannyberry 
Viburnum sieboldi - Siebold Viburnum 

For Fruit Affect: 

Cotoneaster diyaricata - Spreading Cotoneaster 
Cotoneaster Iranchelii - Franchet Cotoneaste r 
Cotoneaster horizontalis - Rock Cotoneaster 
Malus' Dorothea' - Dorothea Crabapple 
Malus 'Red Jade' - Red Jade Crabapple 
Poncirus triloliata - Hardy Orange 
Pyracantha coccinea ' Lalandei' - Firethorn 
laxus species - Yew 
Viburnum species - Viburnum 

Attractive Summer Foliage: 

Acer palmatum - Japese Maple and cultivars 
Cotoneaster diyaricata - Spreading Cotoneaster 
Cotoneaster Iranchetii - Franchet Cotoneaster 
Cotoneaster horizontalis - Rock Cotoneaster 
Cotoneaster salicifolia ' Floccosa ' -

Wil lowleaved Cotoneaster 



lIex crenata - Japanese Holly and cultivars 
Juniperus chinensis - Chinese Juniper and cuJtivars 
Juniper horizontalis 'Plumosa' - Andorra Juniper 
Magnolia stellata - Star Magnolia 
Pinus parvillora 'Glauca' - Japanese White Pine 
Viburnum plicatum - Japanese Snowball 

For Autumn Foliage: 

Acer Palmatum - Japanese Maple and cultivars 
Comus kousa - Japanese Dogwood 
Cotoneaster dlvaricata - Spreading Cotoneaster 
Euonymus alatus - Winged Euonymus 
Prunus serrulata - Oriental Cherry and cultivars 
Stewartla koreana - Korean Stewartia 
Viburnum dentatum - Arrow-wood 

Ground Covers: 

Arctostaphylos uva-ursl - Bearberry 
Euonymus fortunei - Wintercreeper and cultivars 
Forsythia' Arnold Dwarf! - Arnold's Dwarf Forsythia 
Hedera helix - English Ivy 
Juniperus horizontalis - Creeping Juniper and 

cultivars 
Rhus aromatica - Fragrant Sumac 
Rosa wlchuralana - Memorial Rose 

Vines: 

Celastrus species - Bittersweet 
Euonymus fortunei - Wintercreeper and Gultivars 
Hydrangea anomala petiolaris - Climbing Hydrangea 
Rosa species - Climbers and dwarf shrubs 
Wisteria lIoribunda - Japanese Wisteria 

Trees: 

Acer palmatum - Japanese Maple 
Comus lIorlda - Flowering Dogwood 
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Comus kousa - Japanese Dogwood 
Comus mas - Corne l ian Cherry 
lIex opaca - American Holly 
Juniperus species - Juniper 
Laburnum species - Goldenchain 
Malus species - Crabapples 
Pinus species - Pine 
Prunus serrulata - Oriental Cherry and cu ltivars 
Prunus subhirtella 'Pendula' - Weeping Higan Cherry 
Stewartia species - Stewartia 

For One-Story Buildings: 

Acer palmatum - Japanese Maple 
Cercis canadensis' Alba' - White Redbud 
Cotoneaster divaricata - Spreading Cotoneaster 
Cotoneaster horizontalis - Rock Cotoneaster 
liex crenata - Japanese Holly and cult ivars 
Juniperus species - Juniper 
Magnolia stellata - Star Magnolia 
Pinus aristata - Bristlecone Pine 
Pyracanth a coccinea I Lalandei I - Firethorn 
laxus species - Yew 
Viburnum species - Viburnum 

For Multi-Story Buildings: 

Cedrus atlantica ' Glauca' - Blue Atlas Cedar 
Cercis canadensis - Redbud 
Comus kousa - Japanese Dogwood 
Comus mas - Carnelian Cherry 
Forsythia species - Forsythia 
lIex crenata - Japanese Holly and cultivars 
-Laburnum watereri - Water Golden chain 
Malus species - Crabapple 
Pinus parvillora 'Glauca' - Japanese White Pine 
Prunus serrulata - Oriental Cherry and cultivars 
Taxus species - Yew 
Viburnum species - Viburnum 

Hugo H. John, Extension Service Director. Issued In furtherance of the Acts of Congress of May 8 and June 14, 1914. The University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 
00288. The Connecticut Cooperative Extension Service programs and policies are consistent with pertinent federal and state laws and regulations on non
~Iscrlmlnatlon regarding race, cot or, na)lonat origin, religion, sex, age or handicap. 
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Cooperative Extension Field Offices 

Fairfield Extension Office 
67 Stony Hill Road 
Bethel, CT 06801 
Tel: 797·4176 

Hartford Extension Office • 
1800 Asylum Avenue 
West Hartford, CT 06117 
Tel : 241 ·4940 

Litchfield Extension Office 
Agricultural Center, P,O. Box 607 
Litchfield, CT 06759 
Tel: 567·9447 

Middlesex Extension Office 
1066 Saybrook Road, 80x 70 
Haddam, CT 06438 
Tel: 345·4511 

New Haven Extension Office 
670 Wintergreen Avenue 
Hamden, CT 06514 
Tel: 789·7865 

New London Extension Office' 
562 New London Turnpike 
Norwich, CT 06360 
Tel : 887·1608 

Tolland Extension Office 
24 Hyde Avenue 
Vernon, CT 06066 
Tel: 875·3331 

Windham Extension Office 
Extension Center, Box 1300 
Brooklyn, CT 06234 
Tel : 774·9600 

Sea Grant Marine Advisory Program 
Avery Point, 8uilding 24 
Groton, CT 06340 
Tel : 445·8664 

Bridgeport EFNEP Office 
1374 Barnum Avenue 
8ridgeport, CT 06610 
Tel : 579·6307 

Waterbury E FN EP Office 
32 Hil lside Avenue 
Waterbury, CT 06710 
Tel: 755·4840 

*also EFNEP office 
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